A Guide to the Seonghwa Ceremony
Prepared by the District One Seonghwa Ministry Committee

A

Introduction

ccording to our faith tradition, a person’s life goes through three stages. The
first stage is the nine months spent in the mother’s womb. The second
stage is the 100 years in the physical world and the third stage is eternal
life in the spirit world. Since we know that ascension into the spirit world is inevitable, it would be natural to take simple steps to prepare.
Dealing with the end of physical life, or the process of ascension to the Spiritual
World, follows from the understanding that reality has two dimensions: physical
and spiritual. The Heavenly Parent created men and women as microcosms of both
the physical and the spiritual worlds. Ascension to the Spirit World is a normal part
of each person’s eternal life. In the Creator’s ideal, graduation to the Spirit World is
a momentous event, awakening new joy and gratitude. In Unification tradition, the
greatest consideration and respect is thus accorded the ascended.
Both the practical and ritual aspects of Seonghwa Ceremonies are supervised in
Unificationist communities by a Seonghwa Committee, composed of volunteers
who aid the bereaved, ensuring that appropriate practices are followed. When a
member of a community passes, it is the community’s responsibility to lovingly
assist that person’s family in carrying out a Seonghwa as a sincere act of devotion
and respect. The Seonghwa Committee is prepared to assist families in making
arrangements with a funeral home and to offer advice and assistance to them
concerning all traditional practices and rituals.
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T

he time of ascension can be emotionally and spiritually challenging for
families and friends, and it is hoped that this manual will lessen the
stress, giving families reassurance that they are doing all the essential
things needed to support the person who is ascending.
We hope that this guide will also encourage Blessed members to discuss with
family and friends their wishes concerning their Seonghwa in advance, “for we
know not the day nor the hour.” If we truly understand the substantial reality of
the Spirit World and the meaning of the Seonghwa, then we should plan for it
joyfully and openly.
The following information is a combination of the ceremony described in The
Tradition, Book One, published more than 30 years ago, and oral tradition from
the True Parents and elder Blessed Couples. It provides checklists and advice on
planning the services and supporting the family.
The guide is also offered as an aid to Blessed families and individuals seeking
to accomplish preparatory steps for their ascension to the Spirit World. This
material also provides a framework and tools for a course of action that
accomplishes the following:
1) Talking with your family about your desires for your own ascension
and the attendant ceremonies.
2) Preparing your Will.
3) Filling out an Advance Directive and a Living Will (see The Five Wishes, p58)
4) Purchasing a plot at the National Wonjeon Site at Ft. Lincoln Cemetery.

In conclusion, this guide does not claim to be the final word on the Seonghwa
tradition. In talking to various people who have extensive experience with Seonghwas, we found that there were variations in what was believed to be essential
vs. recommended aspects and Unificationist vs. Oriental tradition, as well as the
practical and feasible. Please know that the most important element of a Seonghwa is attitude: showing love, honor, and respect for the ascended person and
aiding in a joyful release for that individual to begin his or her life as an exclusively spiritual being.
— The District One Seonghwa Ministry Committee: Rev. Ernest Patton,
Rev. Andrew Love, Rev. Werner Seubert, Rev. Gregg Jones,
Rev. Greg Carter, Rev. Randall Francis and Dr. William Selig
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The Meaning of Seonghwa

he Seonghwa ceremony is the celebration of the commencement of one’s
life as an exclusively spiritual being. According to the True Parents, the
Seonghwa ceremony is to be regarded as a more beautiful, enlightening, and
joyful event than even the Blessing Ceremony.
This tradition was taught by the True Parents after the passing of their son,
Heung Jin Moon in 1984.
At the ascension ceremony held at Belvedere on January 7, 1984, True Father
said, “The Seonghwa ceremony is actually comparable to a wedding, when men
and women get married. It’s not a sorrowful occasion at all. It’s like an insect
coming out of its cocoon, getting rid of a shackle and becoming a new body
and a new existence, a new entity. That’s exactly the same kind of process. In
our way of life and tradition, spirit world and physical world are one, and by
our living up to that kind of idea, we bring the two worlds together into one.
In the secular world, death signifies the end of the life. However in our world,
death is like a rebirth or a new birth into another world.” (Today’s World, Jan/Feb 1984)
Shortly before early disciple David S.C. Kim passed away in 2011, True Father
modified the Seunghwa ceremony and referred to it as the Seonghwa ceremony.
The meaning was clarified to mean not merely ascension and change, but to
mean Heavenly harmony, like the evaporation of water—it is still water, but in a
different form.
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“Is God happier on the day we are born into the physical world, or at that moment
we leave our physical body behind? At that moment, we are born a second time into
the realm of the infinite expansion of love. We become His new children through
death. Of course, God is happier at the second birth. I am telling you this because you
need to know that you cannot have a relationship with God unless you are released
from the fear of death.”
— Sun Myung Moon

Outline of the Four Phases of the Seonghwa Ceremony

T

he Seonghwa Ceremony has four phases : Ipjeon, Ghihwan, Seonghwa,
and Wonjeon. The following points are offered as guidelines and may be
modified according to the wishes of the Blessed Family.

1. Ipjeon (“Placing the Body in the Casket”) is a very personal, final service
to the ascended loved one. In the Unification tradition, the ceremony of washing,
dressing and placing the body in the casket is an act of respect that allows the loved
one to transition to the spirit world with the utmost honor and dignity.
2. Ghihwan (“Returning to Joy”) is the farewell that the immediate family
shares with the ascended spirit, inviting the person in transition to move
forward with joy, happiness and gratitude. This ceremony may take place
in the home, hospital, hospice, or funeral home.
3. Seonghwa (“Heavenly Harmony”) is the service held with family,
friends, and community. The ceremony takes place three, five or seven days after
the person ascends. It is the final farewell ceremony for the ascending loved one
and may be considered a passport to the Unification Sphere of the Spirit World.
(This reference was conveyed by Dr. Sang Hun Lee and reported in “St. Augustine’s Confessions from the Spirit World,” May 2000.)
4. Wonjeon (“Returning Home to the Palace”) is the ceremony held at the
loved one’s burial site. The Wonjeon Ceremony is the interment ceremony,
returning the body to its place of origin. Wonjeon can be defined as returning
the physical body to its home, the earth.
These four phases of the Seonghwa take place over the course of three, five
or seven days (an odd number of days). Traditionally, considering the day of
physical death as Day 1, memorial services may then be offered at the Wonjeon
3, 21, 40, and 100 days after the ascension.
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Regarding Organ Donation

O

n the first anniversary of True Father’s Seonghwa ceremony, Dr. Chang Shik Yang met with True
Mother and specifically asked about organ donation and cremation.
True Mother replied: “It is good but with conditions.” Dr. Chang Shik Yang related that Mother
Moon definitely approves of organ donation and considers it a sacrificial act and an example of living for the
sake of others. She said, “If possible, the recipient should know that the organ is from a Blessed One and that
by receiving the organ they are receiving the Blessing from True Parents with the responsibility to build God’s
kingdom.” So, if feasible, the organ recipient should be made aware of this information before the organ is
transferred. However, in the case of an emergency decision, Mother has conveyed that it’s always a blessing to
help another person. On his own driver’s license, Dr. Yang said he marked himself as an organ donor.

Regarding Cremation
According to the Tradition Book (published in 1985),“The practice of cremation is not in accordance with the
Unification view, as it does not allow the physical body a natural return to the physical (material) world.”
However, True Mother told Dr. Yang, “Cremation is very common in Korea nowadays. With a prayerful
attitude, place the ashes in an urn or in the ground or spread them at the base of a tree so they can nourish
the earth.”
Whether to choose a traditional burial or cremation is the family’s choice. Cremation is actually a necessity in
Korea and Japan. What is most important at the Seonghwa ceremony — whether the loved one’s physical remains are intact or cremated — is the heart and motivation of the participants. If the ceremony is done with a
spirit of love, understanding, compassion and dignity, then it will naturally be received by our Heavenly Parent.
The Cheongpyeong Heaven and Earth Training Center conveyed the following instructions from Daemonim regarding cremation:
If the choice is cremation, then members should offer a sincere “heartfelt prayer to Heaven,” and report the
Blessed member’s full name, birthdate, age, and reason for passing to Cheongpyeong immediately after the
ascension and, if possible, before the cremation. For non-Blessed individuals, steps should be taken by family
and friends to guide the ascended person to complete both the Ancestor Liberation and Blessing Ceremony.
Daemonim has pledged to protect and comfort the person throughout their ascension, and send Absolute
Good Ancestors to bring the individual to Heung Jin Nim’s Special Training Center and then to the Unification Spiritual Sphere.
Our attitude, according to Daemonim, should be to console the family and support their decisions. The
Principled way is to comfort the heart with compassion and selfless love.

Regarding Ancestor Liberation
True Parents have called on all Blessed families to assist in making their ancestors in the spirit world
into absolute good spirits by completing the Liberation and Blessing Ceremony through Cheongpyeong
Heaven and Earth Training Center. For details on procedures and forms visit: http://eng.cheongpyeong.
org/index.asp or email the International office at treeofblessing@gmail.com.*
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OVERVIEW THE SEONGHWA CEREMONY AT A GL ANCE

T

his summary is offered as an aid to our Blessed families. Ascension to the spirit world is part of the three
stages of life that our True Parents have taught us; therefore, members should consider simple steps to prepare for our inevitable graduation to our eternal life in the spirit world. Suggestions: (1) Talk to your spouse
and your family about your wishes and plans. (2) Prepare a will. (3) Fill out an advance directive and living will
(the Five Wishes). 4) Purchase a plot at our Wonjeon at Fort Lincoln Cemetery in Washington, DC, or in your
locale.
The meaning of Seonghwa: The Seonghwa ceremony is the celebration of the commencement of one’s life as an
exclusively spiritual being. According to the Principle, the Seonghwa ceremony is to be regarded as more beautiful, enlightening, and joyful than even the Blessing ceremony.
As hospitalization or hospice is needed: Contact your local FFWPU Pastor and friends to start a prayer chain or
other condition. Lighting of the Holy Candle and simple home gatherings are encouraged. Begin to prepare announcements and a care team for spouse and children of the family.
At the time of passing: Ideally, prayer can be offered as the person takes their last earthly breaths. Hospital and
hospice staff will allow you to spend as much time as needed at the bedside. Someone on your care team should
begin to inform the pastor and all members to start the Seonghwa Prayer vigil from this time, if possible, until the
morning of the Seonghwa Ceremony.
Four phases of the Seonghwa Ceremony: The Seonghwa ceremony has four phases: Ipjeon, Ghihwan, Seonghwa,
and Wonjeon: (This info is from the printed program of True Father’s Universal Seonghwa Ceremony, 9/15/12).
These are offered as guidelines and may be modified by the wishes of the family.
1. Ipjeon (“Placing the body in the casket”). The ceremony to wash, dress, and place the body in the casket. It is an
act of respect that supports the person’s transition to the spirit world with the utmost honor and dignity.
2. Ghihwan (“Returning to joy”). The farewell greetings that the immediate family share with the ascended spirit.
Invite the member to strive for joy, happiness, and thankfulness by removing and releasing any grudge or “han”
that may have been held by and between close family members or others. This ceremony takes place the morning
of the Seonghwa and is conducted at the casket side with the local or designated pastor, as part of the family viewing.
3. Seonghwa (“Heavenly harmony”). The service held with family, friends, and community. The ceremony usually takes place three, five or seven days after the person ascends. It is the final farewell ceremony for the departing
spirt. If cremation is chosen, then it is suggested that the Seonghwa Ceremony be held before the cremation.
4. Wonjeon (“Returning home to the palace”). The ceremony at the burial site. The Wonjeon Ceremony sends
the body back to its place of origin and is part of the interment ceremony. Wonjeon can be defined as the physical
body returning to its home, that is, the earth.
When offering a prayer at the memorial service, pray that the ascended person can lead a purposeful life in the
eternal Spirit World centered on God’s will.
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The Prayer Vigil

n important activity that traditionally takes place in the interim between ascension and the Seonghwa Ceremony itself is an around-the-clock prayer vigil
for the departed loved one. The vigil should begin as soon after the ascension
(physical passing) as possible and continue until the Seonghwa Ceremony begins.
There can be variations on the 24 hour schedule. For example, prayers might be offered from midnight until 4 a.m. , an evening memorial service in the family’s home (or
other chosen location) from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., or the family may decide if it is one night
or more, until the Seonghwa Ceremony begins.
If there are periods during the vigil when no one is praying, or praying before the altar
in the room, Holy Songs or other favorite music may be played in the room instead.
If more than one person is present for the prayer vigil at any one time period, testimonies and remembrance of the ascended person may be offered instead of or in addition
to an offered reading (Hoondokhae or other appropriate scripture or words).
Suggested Prayer Vigil check list: Actions and items
Contact the family to determine where to hold the vigil
Coordinate those people who will offer prayer for each shift of time.
1- 2 hours per shift is suggested. If many people are willing to pray, one-hour
time slots are possible to fill the schedule. However, if fewer people are available, or if there will be a longer than normal time (beyond three days) before the
Seonghwa Ceremony, then two-hour time slots are more practical.
Clean the room to be used and sanctify with Holy Salt
Set up the altar in the room, using a small table. Cover it with a white cloth
Include a Unification Church or FFWPU flag. (See Appendix F)
Place an 8”x10” framed picture of the loved one on the altar table. Place a white
ribbon and white bow around the frame.
Also on the altar: A Cheon Il Guk candle in a candle holder, Holy Salt, sticks
of incense, a small bowl with white sand to hold the lit incense stick(s), a box of
matches
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Fresh flowers in a vase can be placed on the floor in front of the altar table or
on the table itself, if there is enough space
A framed picture of True Parents This picture of True Parents is appropriate for
the prayer vigil only and should not be used as part of the Seonghwa service.
A large white sheet, which may be laid out on the floor in front of the altar table
for the duration of the prayer vigil
A CD player playing Holy Songs or other music appropriate to the spirit of the
occasion can be located somewhere in the room. Consider that the person(s) praying may want to adjust the volume during his or her prayer time.
A silent clock in the room to keep track of the time is also appropriate
It is also recommended that some photographs from the ascended person’s life be
available for viewing in a photo album or other display in the vigil room.
Note: Prayers for the prayer vigil can also be offered from locations other than the room
chosen for the altar if it is not possible for some volunteers to be physically present at the
actual altar location. Such exceptions should be arranged by the person(s) responsible
for coordinating the prayer volunteers.
Suggested Prayer Vigil format
A. To begin, light the Cheon Il Guk candle (it remains lit throughout the vigil)
B. Greet True Parents and the departed loved one with a half bow (those
present facing in the direction of the altar table)
C. Light and offer a stick of incense to begin the prayer period
D. Sing a Holy Song or songs
E. Offer a representative prayer
F. Offer a period of individual prayer (aloud or silently)
G. Offer a reading (hoondokhae or other appropriate scripture or words)
H. Close the prayer period by singing a Holy Song
Note: For volunteers it is always paramount to support and serve the family of the
departed loved one. Sensitivity to the family members’ needs and condition is most important. Friends and volunteers can best help carry out the traditional program when
in prayerful coordination with the family, recognizing their authority yet offering them
options which can relieve them of the pressures and duties of playing host or overseeing and coordinating the details of the various ceremonies and events.
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OVERVIEW PRAYER VIGIL SUPPORT TEAM ROSTER
Prayer shift coordinator(s):
Name:

Phone :

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Officiator(s):

Greeters:

Room Preparation:
Name:
Music/Refreshments (if desired)

Community Support: Immediately after the passing of a member of the community,
or even prior to it in the case of a terminal illness’s final stage, an ad hoc committee
may be formed that can include the pastor, community leaders, and friends to offer
support to the ascended person’s family.
Other people can be of great help by taking responsibility for organizing the
prayer vigil, handling donations, the reception (venue and food), accommodations
and logistics for out-of-town family and guests and, importantly, cleanup after the
Prayer Vigils, Seonghwa, Wonjeon and Reception events, all in coordination with
the designated person.
These persons can offer their services in carrying out the many responsibilities
required. An experienced person from the church community should offer to assist
the person or persons the family designates as the one to take primary responsibility
for organizing and to provide information and advice during the process.
Many hands make light work.
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OVERVIEW IPJEON CEREMONY SUPPORT TEAM ROSTER
Assisting:
Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Items to bring: Use newly purchased items for this activity. Please remember to sanctify all items with Holy Salt before using
them in preparing the ascended person’s body.
Holy Salt

wash cloths

white socks /stockings

towels

Holy Robe with belt

latex free gloves

white undergarments

2 white sheets

spring water

white gloves

Holy candle

bowl

1-2 oz rubbing alcohol

GHIHWAN CEREMONY SUPPORT TEAM ROSTER
Service coordinator:
Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Testimonies:

Holy Songs and Prayer:

Assisting:
Name:
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1.The Ipjeon Ceremony (Placing the body in the casket)

T

his ceremony is a very personal, final service to the ascended loved one. In
the Unification tradition, the ceremony of washing, dressing and placing the
body in the casket is an act of respect that allows the loved one to transition
to the spirit world with the utmost honor and dignity.
A two-hour time period should be allotted for the Ipjeon Ceremony. A typical
schedule might be to perform the ceremony in the morning one day before the
Seonghwa Ceremony, from 10 am to noon, for example. This would allow for a
viewing during the day and prayers in the evening.
Persons needed for the Ipjeon Ceremony:
Usually four to six people are needed for the Ipjeon ceremony. Any additional persons wanting to attend may wait in the parlor until the dressing task is completed.
Playing Holy Songs during the ceremony helps maintain an uplifting spiritual
atmosphere.
Items needed:
The loved one’s clothing: newly purchased underwear and socks, Holy Robe or a
favorite or new suit of clothing, white gloves.
The photo on a stand, the same one which will be used in the Seonghwa Ceremony. This picture will also help as a reference for makeup preparation.
Holy Salt, Holy Candle, matches, candle stand to be placed on a small table in the
room.
Bottle (1-2oz) of rubbing alcohol, spring water, bowl and 1-2 washcloths.
Request the funeral home to provide two extra sheets and latex-free gloves.
A qualified funeral home staff member should be available to assist if needed.
Outline of the Ipjeon Ceremony:
The purpose of the ceremony is to provide comfort for the departing spirit and respectful care for the body. The family may decide that only women care for the females
and only men care for the males. This is a decision of the family and those present.
After everyone gathers in the funeral home’s preparation room where the loved
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one’s body is lying on a stainless steel table, spread the extra white sheets on the
floor and lay out the loved one’s clothing in the reverse order of putting them on.
Place the outer garments on the bottom, then underwear and socks just as they
would be placed on the body.
Room preparation and prayer
The funeral home may have placed the body in a plastic bag. In this case, the
funeral director will guide on how to open the bag and then proceed with the ceremonial washing.
After lighting the Cheon Il Guk Holy Candle, all items being used need to be
Holy Salted, particularly the casket.
Then Holy Salt the room: Stand in the center of the room facing north with Holy
Salt in your right hand. Toss a small quantity of the salt toward the north wall of the
room. Next toss the salt to the south, east, and west.
Those present offer a half bow towards the loved one’s body and then a representative prayer is offered expressing, “how grateful we are to be able to attend and
serve the loved one this final time.”
Ceremonial washing
Start the washing by combining a pinch of Holy Salt and one to two ounces of
rubbing alcohol in the bowl. Then fill the bowl half-way with spring water, mixing
the water together with the alcohol. Dip the washcloths in this mixture.
Taking the washcloths, and beginning from the top of the head, wash with a soft
rubbing motion first the hair, then the face, neck, and so forth down to the feet.
This action is only ceremonial and is meant to be a soothing wash. The body need
not be soaked, just gently wiped. After washing the entire body, place the cloths to
the side. The person or persons who washed the loved one’s body should then dry
his or her hands or change gloves.
Dressing the loved one’s body
Next, begin the dressing starting with the underwear and then the socks. This part
becomes very hands on and two, three or more people may be needed to accomplish
some of the tasks. If the men have stepped out of the room for the washing and dressing of a woman they may be called back to help with the dressing, as needed.
One of the techniques for dressing is to slightly roll the body, with the arm
down by the hip in order to get the Holy Robe parts or a shirt and jacket on.
If needed, the funeral home has special lifts that can help with this step, but
it is best to do it manually if possible.
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How to tie the belt of a Holy Robe:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Placing the body in the casket
Once all the layers of clothing are on and arranged neatly, then comes the task of
placing the body in the casket.
This task requires those present to line up on one side of the body, with the stronger people positioned to deal with the upper torso.
Once the lifting group is aligned, each person with both of their arms fully underneath the body, lift in unison and, in a side-stepping motion, move toward the
open side of the casket or have someone move the table and move the casket in its
place.
Once over the casket, together, gently lower the body in place.
Additional preparation and concluding the Ipjeon ceremony
Consult with the funeral director, who will let you know the correct alignment
for positioning the pillow under the loved one’s head. There may be some support
blocks placed in the casket to help position the body and arms correctly.
The funeral director and other family members can brush and style the hair, cut
the nails and apply makeup to the loved one’s face and hands either before the ceremony’s concluding prayer or after, depending on the allotted time frame.
Once the holy body is placed correctly and the clothing adjusted and personal
items are placed in the casket, then those family members from the waiting area
may enter and a concluding prayer can be offered. This is the time for offering
either a representative prayer and/or unison prayer, thanking the person for living
their life for Heaven’s Will, offering loving gratitude and personal greetings, and
removing any han (grudge or resentment) that may be between the family and
friends.
Concerning the Blessing ring and items placed in the casket
According to the Tradition book, the Blessing Ring should be placed on
the departed’s right hand and interred with the body. However, some brothers
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and sisters, (including some members of our local Seonghwa Committee) have
decided instead to pass their rings on to loved ones as precious heirlooms.
Options for this choice would be: a) clearly directing that one’s Blessing ring
be bequeathed to one’s family and/or descendants, b) having one’s body interred
without a Blessing ring, and/or c) purchasing a second Blessing ring, so one ring
can be interred and the other kept by family members as a sacred remembrance.
The following items should be placed with the ascended person’s body
in the casket:
The Holy handkerchief, A Divine Principle book or True Father’s words,
special items or belongings for which the ascending person may have love
or affection. This last inclusion is particularly appropriate in cases where the
ascended person is a young child.
Items should be sanctified with Holy Salt prior to being placed inside
the casket with the loved one’s body.
In the case of a Second Generation person who may not have possessed a
Holy Gown, the options are: a) purchase a Holy Gown, b) be interred dressed
in a dark suit for a man or a white (or light-colored) dress for a woman.
All newly purchased garments should also be sanctified with Holy Salt.
Relocating the casket in preparation for the Gwihwan ceremony
Once the Ipjeon ceremony and other preparations are completed, the casket containing the loved one’s body can then be moved to the viewing or service room (or
other location of the family’s choosing) for the Gwihwan Ceremony, which is the
farewell offered by the immediate family and close friends prior to the Seonghwa
service.
Flowers and banner are placed around the casket for the service. In some
cultures there is a practice of attending the holy body by holding a vigil, staying by the casket, even all night, in rotation with family members.
As with all aspects of Heavenly tradition, the important attitude is to lovingly and joyfully celebrate the commencement of the ascended one’s new life
as an exclusively spiritual being.
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OVERVIEW NOTES FROM EXPERIENCE

“What to do when a loved one passes away”
By Amael and Liana Rodrigues

c) Did the loved one have a Life Insurance
Policy? A family member should contact the Insurance Company and inform them of your loved
If a loved one passed away in a situation where
police/paramedics find the body, then the family will one’s passing, confirming the policy’s provisions
and begin the process of activating the disburseneed to make certain to claim all personal belongment of benefits, primarily to help budget and
ings from the coroner’s office, and sometimes also
cover funeral costs. (See below)
from the police station (For example if the person
d) a death certificate will need to be obtained
had a handgun, the police, rather than the coroner,
from the coroner or funeral home.
would take posession of it at the scene.)
The deceased’s vehicle may be in an impound lot,
6) Burial or cremation? Do you want a viewing?
which accrues storage fees, so removing the vehicle
Plan with the funeral home the following:
ASAP is advised.
Burial or cremation?
Note: When collecting your loved one’s property,
Where the final resting place will be
be sure to bring proper identification proving
(what cemetery)
your relationship with the deceased.
1) Claiming all personal belongings
of your ascended loved one

2) Deciding where the funeral and/or viewing
wil take place

Contact the funeral home in the town where the
actual funeral arrangements will take place. If a loved
one passes away in Pennsylvania, for instance, and
the family wants burial and/or viewing in Maryland,
the Maryland funeral home that the family chooses
would arrange with the coroner in Pennsylvania to
transport the body to Maryland.
Note: Ideally, it is best to know the Will’s provisions,
Seonghwa wishes and Life Insurance status of your
family members before the time of their passing occurs, but if not, now is the time when the following
questions need to be answered:
a) Had the deceased already purchased a burial
plot, or had made any other funeral arrangements?
b) Did the deceased have a Living Will?
What are it’s provisions for the disposition of the
loved one’s body or organ donation?
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Would you like a viewing?
Casket options (Urn options if cremation is
chosen)
Price, contract, and payment plan

3) Paying for everything

It’s important to realize that this will be an
expensive week, especially if the deceased has no
life insurance or funeral insurance policy to help
cover costs, and particularly if burial is chosen over
cremation.
Note: If no prior arrangements were made, it’s
important to have one or more persons go with
you (or your designated family representative) to
any meeting with funeral home staff to decide on

the costs and details of any funeral arrangements.
Please don’t take on this task alone!
Note: It is common these days to set up
an online fundraiser to help cover the costs of
funeral arrangements, so it would be wise to identify a tech-saavy, reliable person who can help set
that up for the family as part of your support team.

clothes for deceased, guest book, UC or FFWP
flag to lay on casket, opening and closing prayer.
Consider as a family how long the viewing
should be, and how open to the public you
want to make it.
Do you want a period of time for family only
before opening it up to public?

4) Meeting with your support team
to plan details of the remaining week

8) Planning a Seonghwa Ceremony

Plan Seonghwa ceremony with the following check
We advise you to meet with your pastor and the list:
pastoral team to gain assistance with planning the
Volunteers to put on event: Setup people,
Seonghwa events, detailing as much as you can
decorators, sound, choose musicians
all aspects for the time leading up to and including
Venue for ceremony: The cost of the venue should
the Wonjeon Ceremony (final interment) for the
be considered
loved one. Invite the participation of willing
A/V team: Mics, projector, music, etc
family members. Please don’t take on this burden
Food /Reception: catering, kitchen/fridge, tables,
by yourself.
table cloths, servers, budget, choose MC?
Decorations: volunteers, budget, colors, etc.
5) Planning a prayer chain and prayer vigil
Musical offering(s)/ speakers: schedule family,
Contact volunteers to organize a prayer
friends, invited guests, Pastor
chain, offer conditions and help plan a prayer
Slide show/video : Identify producer/prepare
vigil at your home or other venue.
Flower arrangements: Sprays for stage and flowers
(See page 14 for a Prayer Vigil team roster)
to lay before photo
Choose a venue ( your home or at a volunLarge framed photo print (14x17 inches) of the
teer’s home)
deceased and easel or stand
Photos and personal items for table: White table
cloth, candles, flowers
Set a program, the content of the prayer vigil
Guest book: person to manage guest signing and
(See page 13 for a suggested format)
reception
Choose people to offer public prayer
Donation box (at receiving table and on program
Select songs to sing as a group
clearly post who checks should be made out to)
Invite testimonies and format for sharing
Programs : Design, print and assemble
(Open the floor? Family members first?)
invitations: Guest list , promotion, contact guests out
Have family photo albums/home videos
of town
ready to share to create joyful atmosphere
Dress code for event: (All white? light colors?
Ask a volunteer to help with refreshments
good to inform non-UC people if you don’t want
them to wear black, which is traditional for funerals)
7) Planning the viewing
Clean up team (family members should not
Plan viewing ceremony: background music, be tasked with clean up/breakdown after the
flower sprays, flowers for laying on the casket, ceremony)
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2. The Ghihwan Ceremony (“Returning to Joy”)

T

he Ghihwan ceremony is a memorial service, the time of parting sentiments and benevolent encouragements shared with the spirit of the ascended
person. The Ghihwan Ceremony is held at a time during the interim period
between the person’s physical passing and the Seonghwa Ceremony. The particular
time and location for the ceremony should be determined by the departed’s family
or those responsible for the departed’s Seonghwa.
Ceremony guidlines
During the Ghihwan Ceremony, the immediate family, Blessing trinity members,
spiritual children, spiritual parents and friends take the opportunity to visit the location of the loved one’s body and, in its presence, offer their prayers and farewells,
these being made with an attitude of sincerity and gentle respect. Songs, prayers and
testimonies are among the appropriate means of expressing love, appreciation and
gratitude for the departed at this time. This ceremony marks the formal beginning of
remembrance and recognition of the ascended person’s efforts, accomplishments and
dedication during life on earth.
This farewell takes place in the presence of the ascended person’s physical body. The ceremony can be held at the hospital, soon after physical death, or, the
loved one’s body and casket may be brought to that person’s home or to the home of
another hosting family or friend, or to the church center or mortuary.
Note: Today it is often not possible to have the body brought to a private home or
anywhere other than the mortuary.
If the ascended person had already specified his or her desires in this matter of the
Ghihwan, those desires should be carried out. Otherwise, the spouse of the departed
(or parents, if the ascending person is their Blessed child) would decide where to hold
the Ghihwan ceremony. Whatever location is chosen, prepare the room where the
Ghihwan ceremony will take place with Holy Salt.
If the departed’s body is already in a casket at the time of the Ghihwan, the
casket may be opened or closed during the ceremony, according to the family’s
wishes.
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3. The Seonghwa Ceremony (“Heavenly Harmony”)

T

he Seonghwa is the service held with family, friends, and community. The ceremony traditionally takes place three, five or seven days after the person passes. It
is the final farewell ceremony for the ascending loved one and may be considered
a passport to the Unification Sphere of the Spirit World.
Location: From the outset of making Seonghwa arrangements, clarity, sensitivity and
communication between the family and the Church community’s representatives
concerning the public recognition due the ascended person are crucial.
In the Unification tradition, the level and location of the Seonghwa Ceremony
corresponds to the sphere or level of the ascended person’s life, mission or responsibility at the time of their passing. Thus the Seonghwa service may be held in someone’s
home, at a funeral home, at a Unification church center or another place of worship, or
at a regional or national headquarters.
The propriety of the location reflects the level of the Seonghwa. There are different
levels of the Seonghwa ceremony, again according to the level and scope of the ascended person’ s life, mission or responsibility.
The levels of Seonghwa are: Universal, World, National, Regional, State, and Church.
For example, a Universal Seonghwa Ceremony was held for True Father at his passing. A World Seonghwa Ceremony was held for the True Children: Heung Jin Nim,
Young Jin Nim and Hyo Jin Nim. National Level Seonghwa ceremonies were held for
Jin Joo Byrne, David S. C. Kim, founding President of UTS and for Eric Holt, HSA
National Treasurer.
When the location for the Seonghwa is determined, family members and or
members of the family’s support team should visit the selected place personally as
much in advance of the ceremony as possible and connect with that venue’s responsible
person, manager or funeral director in order to identify and reserve support services
and resources available from the venue.
Basic questions to answer: How many seats are available in the service room?
Is an overflow room available? Is there a good sound sound system and adequate,
controllable lighting? Are easels for photographs and directing signs available? Can a
banner be hung or a sign displayed? Is there a projection system or large-screen
monitor available for a slide-show or video presentation? Is there sufficient parking?
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Setting the Ceremony time: The starting time of the Seonghwa ceremony is
arranged to accommodate the schedules of the immediate family, the funeral
home, and the cemetery, where the Wonjeon or interment will take place.
A morning Seonghwa start time at 10 am with a Wonjeon ceremony in the
noon hour and reception in the early afternoon has been a typical schedule.
One simple way to determine starting time is to count the time backward from
the interment time scheduled at the cemetery. Include travel time from the Seonghwa location, the time for the Seonghwa ceremony program itself, plus the time for
viewing (if desired) and the time to actually transport the casket from the funeral
home into the Seonghwa room, set up the altar and arrange flowers.
These times should be added together to calulate the hour when the loved one’s
body should arrive at the Seonghwa location and what the Seonghwa Ceremony
starting time should be.
Pallbearers and Seonghwa personnel should be present at the Seonghwa ceremony location at least 30 minutes before the casket arrives.
For calculating the schedule, the estimated travel time from the Seonghwa
location to the cemetery can be confirmed with the funeral home handling the
arrangements.
Greeters: A small team of two or more greeters should be assigned to welcome
guests as they enter the building, to guide them to the registration table, to encourage them to sign the guestbook and to invite them to leave a donation if they
desire.
Guests should receive a Seonghwa program from the greeter and be directed to
the room where the ceremony will be held.
Ushers: A team of at least four ushers should be assigned for the ceremony. Station a pair of ushers at each entrance to the Seonghwa room. Escorted by ushers,
family members and relatives should be seated in the front row(s), which should
be roped off and labeled as RESERVED.
Ushers should guide all guests to their seats. The ushers’ demeanor should be pleasant and attentive, nevertheless, they need to be gentle but firm in guiding and seating.
Seating: To maintain an orderly environment, it is important that ushers
calmly but firmly escort and direct guests to fill the rows, rather than simply
let people enter without direction to seat themselves in random locations
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throughout the room. Latecomers should be seated by ushers at appropriate
breaks in the program and should be gently directed to wait for usher direction.
Music and musicians: Recorded music may be played during the prelude to the
ceremony and during seating. Unification Holy Songs or selections provided by the
ascended’s family are appropriate to set a peaceful, calm atmosphere.
A musician should be engaged to play music for the hymns and to accompany, if
needed, any persons making a musical offering during the ceremony.
Coordinator, Officiator and participants in the Program: The person(s) who
will participate in the actual services, such as behind-the-scenes Coordinator for
the Seonghwa, Service Officiator, the person chosen to give the Seonghwa Address, those offering prayers, reading the biography, making a musical offering,
those invited to give testimonies, and those making practical announcements
should be identified and confirmed prior to the service, ideally at the same time
as ushers and greeters are identified and assigned. Use of a Seonghwa personnel
roster (see page 29) is recommended for this purpose.
Dress code: For members of the immediate family and those who have an official role
in the Seonghwa ceremony, (officiator, pallbearers, picture carrier, etc.) the following
dress is appropriate: Women should wear white or light-colored clothes and red flower
corsages. Men should wear dark blue suits with a white shirt and white tie and a white
flower boutoniere. Pallbearers should wear white gloves while carrying the coffin. Carnations or roses are recommended for boutonnieres and corsages.
Preparation of the room for the ceremony: Prayerfully Holy Salt the room where the
Seonghwa ceremony will take place prior to the arrival of the casket. If the Ghihwan
ceremony was held earlier in the same room, it is not necessary to Holy Salt the room
again.
Altar: An altar table should be set up in front of the casket. Cover the altar table with a
newly purchased white or light colored cloth. Holy salt all items to be used.
The following items should be arranged on the altar: A framed picture of the
ascended loved one in a wooden frame, 8x10 inches or larger with easel or display stand.
The frame should wreathed with a pink or white ribbon. (See Appendix C, p. 71)
Fresh cut single flowers (long stemmed carnations are recommended) for a flower
offering during the Seonghwa. The same single flowers may also be saved and used for
the flower offering at the Wonjeon (interment) ceremony later.
Any flower arrangements or wreaths should be placed around the casket and altar.
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Sticks of incense and receptacle (optional)
Matches or lighter (for lighting incense)
Holy Salt
Flag: For Blessed Couples, Blessed children and single Unificationists, a Family
Federation or Unification Church flag is to be draped over the casket.
Guest book and pens: The guest book should be available at a reception table
outside the Seonghwa room.This can be the same guest book used for the
Gwihwan ceremony. The loved one’s family keeps this as a remembrance.
A bowl of Holy Salt should be inside the door at the front entrance.
Seonghwa banner or sign: The banner or sign displayed at the front of the
room to mark the occasion may simply read:

Seonghwa Ceremony of [name of person] [date]
The advantage to using a banner is that it is easy to roll up or fold after the ceremony
and cherish as an historical keepsake. The disadvantage is that it can be more costly
to produce (professionally printed on canvas or vinyl) and challenging to hang at the
Seonghwa location. It is important to have someone visit the actual room to be used
ahead of time to determine how the banner can be hung and then to bring the right
tools and materials to do the job on the day of the ceremony.
The advantage of using a sign is that it is often less expensive to produce and can
be displayed on an easel rather than hung from the ceiling or wall. However, an easel
or other kind of support will be needed to display it. When visiting the Seonghwa
location, determine where to display the sign (i.e. behind the casket or next to it) and
obtain the appropriate size and type of easel. Keep in mind the sign should be large
enough to be legible from the back of the room.
The disadvantage of a sign is it can often be both fragile and bulky and therefore hard
to store as a keepsake. Some copy centers can produce a sign on large, good-quality
paper that can be mounted on a stiff background such as foam board. Then, depending on how the sign was mounted, it can be removed, rolled and easily stored. Both
banners and signs can be produced by copy centers from emailed files or designed at
the store to order.
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Printed Program: The printed program usually lists the order of service and the names
of those participating. A biography of the departed loved one is often read during the
ceremony and the text of this biography can also be included in the printed program if
desired. It is recommended that the words to any songs sung during the ceremony also
be included as an insert for the benefit of the guests in attendance.
Preparing the Printed Program: It’s important to identify and recruit a person or persons to prepare the printed program. Someone with computer and design experience
is best even if not a close friend or family member.
Biographical text and photos can be scanned and emailed and a simple program created, proofed and approved by the responsible person and then
emailed to a local printing outlet (such as Staples or FedEx) for printing at least
24 hours prior to the Seonghwa services.
There is no standard or required printed program format, however a sample
printed program is offered on pages 25-28 as a point of reference.
Many local church offices have a standard template available and may be able
to do the job. It’s important to confirm such a task with the church staff.
The funeral home or mortuary may also offer their own standard program
options as part of their services.
Podium: The funeral home will usually have a podium available for the officiator and
other participants to use.
Please remember: Do not use True Parents’ picture: It is not appropriate at a Seonghwa to use a photograph or other image of True Parents in any part of the ceremony.
Visual recording and photography: Both the Seonghwa and Wonjeon ceremonies
may be taped or digitally recorded, with the recording being presented as a
gift to the immediate family. If no digital or other recording is planned for
the ceremony, then a photographer should be engaged to record the events.
An audio-visual record and/or photographs of events serve as an important historical resource for the family. This can be prepared by someone with
computer experience as a simple file to be played on a computer during the
program.
Sensitivity, care and discretion should be shown by the videographer/
photographer at all times in recording the ceremony so as not to distract or
intrude on the proceedings.
NOTE: Any technical details or needs for visual recording, such as lighting or
sound in addition to that already provided by the venue, should be clearly
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worked out with the Seonghwa coordinator (the person in charge of conducting the event) prior to the service. Natural lighting for photography, rather than
the use of flash photography, is of course recommended for all camera work if possible.
Slide show/video biography: In recent years, a video slide show presentation
of photographs, video and other images from the ascended person’s life has
become an essential component. Such presentations are prepared by family
and friends prior to the ceremony and shown either during the Seonghwa or
as part of the reception. The visuals are usually accompanied by music dear
to the ascended person or evocative of that person’s life and provide an enlightening and moving way of sharing the family’s love and regard with all in
attendance.
Commonly available computer software makes both the production and
presentation of the slide show much less complex than in years past. It is recommended to engage a person or persons to work on the project separately
from the other Seonghwa preparations. The family can simply give access to
photos or other mementos and a family member can either plan with or work with
those engaged to produce the slide show.

3a.The Seonghwa Ceremony: Traditional order of service
Service leader (Officiator): An elder Blessed member or anyone of tthe family’s choosing may lead the service. Traditionally, it is not appropriate for the spouse to lead the
service.
Songs: Begin the ceremony with songs. These include the Cheon Il Guk Anthem and
Holy Songs, or other songs appreciated by the ascending individual. Before the ceremony begins, music can be played softly in the background to set a peaceful tone.
Prayer, biography, and testimony: A representative prayer is offered by the officiator
or someone chosen by the family. Then a biography of the ascended person and family
and friends’ testimonies are shared or read.
Seonghwa Address: The speaker is introduced by the officiator and delivers a
message suitable for the occasion. The ascended person’s family may want to
select the person they feel most suitable to give this address. The loved one may
have indicated or invited a particular speaker prior to passing. Traditionally, this
speaker would be the ascended person’s pastor or a Unification movement leader
of the person’s aquaintance. The choice, of course, must ultimately comport with
the family’s wishes.
Flower offering: Either one by one or in small groups (depending on the number of
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people involved), those attending the Seonghwa are invited to offer their respects.
Offering an expression of respect: (Moving from right to left:) First, facing the altar/
casket, the individual or couple offers one full or half-bow (from the waist), lights a
stick of incense (optional) and then lays a flower on the upper part of the ascended’s
body, or (if closed) on the lid of the casket. Another full or half-bow is offered. The
person or couple then returns to their seat.
Suggested order for those persons offering their respects:
A. Members of the immediate family (they are first so they may receive condolences from those following) B. Pastors and community leaders, C. Blessed couples
(in order of Blessing group), D. Individual friends and others in attendence
NOTE: If there is so a large number in attendence that everyone’s offering respects presents a logistical and/or time problem, a smaller number of persons, representing those
in attendence, may be chosen, announced by the Officiator, then invited to come
forward and offer respects in a manner consistent with the order just described.
A closing hymn: A song or musical offering usually follows the flower offering.
Benediction: A closing prayer is offered to close the Seonghwa ceremony.
Procession from the Seonghwa Ceremony location to the Wonjeon Site:
(Generally, a representative of the funeral home explains the procedure
for relocating to the cemetery.)
1.The Officiator announces to those in attendance to stand as the procession to
the Wonjeon site is to begin. Those in attendance should remain standing quietly
in place as and until the procession, casket and family depart the room and make
their way to the hearse and procession vehicles for transportation to the Wonjeon
site.
2. At this point in the service, the Officiator or funeral home representatives will
prepare the casket for removal from the Seonghwa Ceremony site. Pall bearers and
other persons involved in the procession should be called forward at this moment.
3. As these preparations are being carried out, the Officiator announces the procession of the loved one and family from the room and invites those in attendance to
follow the procession to the Wonjeon Ceremony site once it has left the building.
The appropriate order for the procession and the personel are as follows:
First: One individual is responsible to Holy Salt the path of the casket from
the Seonghwa ceremony to the hearse and from the hearse to the Wonjeon site
and the burial site itself.
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This person should precede the hearse and Holy Salt the entire route to the Wonjeon.
Traditionally, the person chosen for this duty is most often the elder church leader
of the area, however the person should be designated in accordance with the family’s wishes.
The person blessing the pathway with Holy Salt wears a dark suit, white tie and
white gloves, the same attire as the pallbearers, and women wear white or lightcolored clothes and a red flower corsage.
Second: A portrait carrier: One person is chosen to carry the framed portrait of
the individual from the Seonghwa ceremony to the Wonjeon site. This individual
walks ahead of the casket carrying the picture from the Seonghwa to the hearse and
from the hearse to the Wonjeon site.
The picture should precede the casket at all times. This means that during the
journey to the Wonjeon site, the person carrying the picture may ride holding it in
the front seat of the hearse. If this is not allowed, the picture itself is placed on the
front seat of the hearse and removed by the same individual on arrival at the Wonjeon site and used to continue the procession in the same order there.
Third: Pallbearers with the casket: Six to eight pallbearers are chosen prior to the
Seonghwa ceremony. Pallbearers wear dark suits, white ties and white gloves.
Pallbearers carry the casket from the Seonghwa ceremony to the hearse and from
the hearse to the Wonjeon site. If an urn holds the loved one’s remains, a single
individual can be designated to carry it in the procession.
Fourth: The family: The immediate family and those being transported with them
follow behind the loved one’s casket and close the procession order of departure.
Departure of all others in attendance: After the Seonghwa procession has departed the immediate site of the Seonghwa Ceremony, (the room) the Officiator
can reiterate the invitation for all to attend the Wonjeon Ceremony. At this time
those in attendance can then begin to make their way to the Wonjeon site as per
the earlier announcements.
Any distribution of maps, driving directions for joining the vehicle procession,
“Funeral” signs and a reiteration of the Wonjeon Ceremony starting time should
be done at this point. Individuals directing traffic from the Seonghwa site should
be identified to those in attendence before they depart the building if possible.
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OVERVIEW SEONGHWA CEREMONY S AMPLE PROGRAM: COVER

In Celebration of the Life of

John Newman

February 21,1950- November 27, 2015

Seonghwa
Seung
Hwa &
& Wonjeon
Won JeonCeremonies
Ceremonies
“Heavenly Harmony & Returning Home to the Palace”
November 31, 2015
Family Federation For World Peace and Unification
3600 John Bunyan Way, Brandywine, MD 21613
Fort Lincoln Funeral Home and Cemetery
3401 Bladensburg Rd.
Brentwood, MD 20722
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OVERVIEW SEONGHWA CEREMONY S AMPLE PROGRAM: INSIDE PAGE 1

Seonghwa Ceremony
Officiator:		
Hymn:			
Report to Heaven:
Reading:
Biography:		
Musical Offerings:
			
			
Video tribute

Rev. Joanne Smith
“Song of the Garden”
Rev. Mike Jones
Mrs. Beverly Michaels
Reading by Mrs. Ruby Lee
Mrs. Lana DeSoto
Mrs. Barbara Clifton
Rev. William Sanders
Dr. Robert Evans (read by Rev. Carl Benson)

Seonghwa Address:
Special Address:
Testimonies:
			
			
			

Mrs. Henrietta Lee
Mrs. Trudy Mayer
Mr. Lewis Christian

Flower Offering:
Hymn: 		
Benediction: 		

Immediate Family followed by representatives
“Shining Fatherland”
Mrs. Louise Malone

Wonjeon Ceremony
Please gather at the burial site in a quiet, prayerful fashion. Thank you.
Officiator: 		
Hymn: 			
Invocation: 		
Wonjeon Address:
Flower Offering
Soil Offering :
Benediction:		
Victory Cheers:
Flower Offering
Soil Offering
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Rev, Joanne Smith
“Song of the Garden”
Mr. Harrison Clifton
Rev. Carter Malone
The Newman Family
The Newman Family
Rev. Clark DeWitt
Mr. John Hardy
All in attendance
All in attendance

OVERVIEW SEONGHWA CEREMONY S AMPLE PROGRAM: INSIDE PAGE 2

The Life of John Newman
A one page biography is traditionally placed here, however
a longer, more detailed biography can be added as a
separately printed insert, as many pages in length as
required, rather than editing down to fit in limited space.

(The words to hymns selected for the service can also be
printed separately and inserted.)
(The music and lyrics for Holy Songs may be downloaded
from: http://www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Topics/
Hsong/hsongs.html)
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OVERVIEW SEONGHWA CEREMONY S AMPLE PROGRAM: B ACK COVER

Seonghwa— “Heavenly Harmony Ceremony”
“A Seonghwa Ceremony is actually comparable to a wedding,
when men and women get married. It’s not a sorrowful occasion
at all. It’s like an insect coming out of its cocoon, getting rid of
a shackle and becoming a new body and a new existence, a new
entity. That’s exactly the same kind of process.
In our way of life and tradition, spirit world and physical world
are one, and by our living up to that kind of idea, we bring the two
worlds together into one.
In the secular world, death signifies the end of the life. However in our world, death is like a rebirth or a new birth into another world. For this reason, we should not make those occasions
gloomy or sad or feel discouraged.
If we here on earth become very mournful or gloomy, it is like
pulling the person who is going up to the heavens down to the
earth.”
—Sun Myung Moon
January 7, 1984
“Therefore we are always confident and know that as long as
we are at home in the body, we are away from the Lord. We live by
faith, not by sight. We are confident. I say, and would prefer to be
away from the body and at home with the lord. So we make it our
goal to please him, whether we are at home in the body or away
from it.”
—II Corinthians 5:6-9
Donations in support of the Newman family are greatly appreciated.
Please make any checks payable to Mrs. Ellen Newman. Thank you.
You are cordially invited to a reception given at the Malone home,
3256 Carriage Way, Elkton, MD, 20615 beginning at 3:00 this afternoon.
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OVERVIEW SEONGHWA CEREMONY TEAM ROSTER
Seonghwa Coordinator (Responsible person representing the ascended person’s family):
Name:

Phone:

email:

Seonghwa Officiator: (Arranging the program personnel with Coordinator/Leading the Service)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Funeral Home Representative: (transporting the body to the Seonghwa and Wonjeon locations)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Room set-up team coordinator: (leads team for setting up altar, flower, banner decoration, seating in room)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Usher team leader: (gathers and directs team of at least 4 ushers at Seonghwa and Wonjeon ceremonies)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Greeter team leader: (gathers and directs greeters and reception table personnel, 4 persons)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Pall Bearer captain: (connects and coordinates the at least 5 other persons chosen by the family to serve as pall bearers)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Person sanctifying the path with Holy Salt: (At the front of the procession to the Wonjeon site)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Person holding the ascended’s framed portrait: (Second in the procession to the Wonjeon site)
Name:

Phone:

email:

Checklist of items to bring from Seonghwa ceremony to the Wonjeon site:
The loved one’s picture and the easel or stand to display the picture (carried in procession before casket)
Flowers Ask the Funeral home representatives or a volunteer to transport flowers to the Wonjeon site.
NOTE: The same flowers offered on the casket at the Seonghwa ceremony may be collected and used again at the
Wonjeon Ceremony for the flower offering.
Incense and receptacle (optional)
Matches or lighter
Holy Salt Flag used at the Seonghwa ceremony
Adhesive tape to secure the flag draped on the casket
A simple sound system, (microphone, stand, amp,
power source) if possible.
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4.The Wonjeon Ceremony (“Returning Home to the Palace”)

T

he Wonjeon Ceremony completes and concludes the ascension ceremonies
of Seonghwa held for a person beginning their next phase of life in the spirit
world. It is a continuation and culmination of the cherishing, encouraging
and celebratory process begun with the Ipjeon, Ghihwan and Seonghwa ceremonies. An embracing spirit of gratitude, love and support for the ascending loved one
and family best serves to resonate with the Holy Spirit at this moment of farewell.
The interment of the ascending person’s precious body is attended with a
recognition of that body’s completing it’s mission in physical life. It is a landmark
moment, closing the earthly phase of that loved one’s journey in a definitive way.
It is a solemn yet victorious occasion.
Pre-service preparations: Flowers for an offering by guests should be on hand
in a basket or baskets for later distribution. A pail or bucket containing soil and a
small shovel should be prepared for a soil offering. Volunteers for both the flower
offering distribution and soil offering can be identified and ready at the service
to assist those in attendance or the basket and pail can be available on the line for
attendees to use in a self-service way.

Flower arrangement from the Seonghwa site should also be arranged on stands
before the service commences. (If the day is windy, volunteers can be asked to
position themselves next to each flower stand to steady it during the program.)
Preparatory activities such as seating the family and sound system set-up
should be quickly completed so that no distracting activity is occuring during the
service. With the setting details quietly arranged, the service can then be called to
order and begun.
At the site: Upon arrival at the cemetery, the procession continues in the same
order as it left the Seonghwa: The person blessing the path with Holy Salt leads
the procession, followed by the person bearing the departed’s framed portrait.
The pallbearers are last in order, carrying the casket from the hearse to the burial
site. Family and friends attending the interment may either follow after the casket
or gather before hand at the graveside.
At least two ushers from the Seonghwa should be in attendance at graveside to
assist in seating the family and friends.
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Once the pallbearers have positioned the casket, it can be covered with the
Family Federation Flag for the duration of the service. According to Headquarters,
the flage should be buried with the casket unless the family chooses to keep it as a
remembrance.
The Wonjeon ceremony may be led by the same person who conducted the
Seonghwa ceremony or another person can serve as Officiator for the service.

4a. The Wonjeon Ceremony: Traditional order of service
(If used) Candle and incense are lit at this time.
All in attendance are led in singing a Holy Song.
A representative prayer is offered.
A message for the occasion or Hoondokhae reading is offered.
Remarks by persons of significance to the ascending person and/or members of the
immediate family are made.
Those in attendance can be led in a Holy Song during the following:
The flag covering the casket is removed and folded.
The family is invited to lay flowers on the casket lid.
The casket is lowered or otherwise interred.
Members of the family drop flowers and soil offerings into the grave on top of the
casket. Other significant individuals may also be invited to do so immediately following the family. This act is in recognition of the body’s return to the earth. On
April 22, 2016, True Mother bequeathed Holy Earth to our Blessed families and recommended that the sanctified soil be mixed with the local soil for the Wonjeon ceremony. Further explanation can be found in Appendix J at the back of the manual.
Members of the family and friends then return to their seats.
A closing prayer is offered.
Cheers of Eog-Mansei are led by the Officiator or other selected person: (1) For the
beloved Heavenly Parent! (2) For the victorious True Parents of Heaven, Earth and
Humankind! (3) For the establishment of Cheon Il Guk! (4) (Optional) For (the
name of ascending individual) victorious transition to eternal spiritual life!
Flower and soil offering: After the cheer, all in attendance are then invited to offer
both flowers and soil offerings in an orderly fashion as directed by the ushers.
(If used) Candle and incense are extinguished at this time
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Post Wonjeon ceremony activities
The immediate family should take home with them the ascended individual’s picture and candle used during the Seonghwa and Wonjeon ceremonies.
There is no special ceremony necessary when re-entering the home after any
of the activities of the day.
The immediate family and all individuals participating in organizing and
carrying out the ceremonies may want to dine together following the Wonjeon ceremony, or a reception may be organized at a convenient location.
After the Seonghwa Ceremony is completed
Home Altar. The incense, candles and picture used during the Seonghwa are
set up on an altar at home. The immediate family can then offer prayer on
behalf of the ascended person for at least the first 40 days.
Sam Oje. The immediate family (and any friends that wish to do so) visit the
Wonjeon to pray on the third day after the Wonjeon ceremony. The day of
the Wonjeon ceremony is counted as day one.
The ascended person’s spouse may lead the prayer ceremony or ask someone else to do so. A food offering may also be prepared in advance and placed
on the gravesite. The Family should also return to pray at the Wonjeon site
on the 40th day following the Wonjeon ceremony.
The annual return to the Wonjeon: According to Korean tradition, the spirit
of the ascended person returns to the Wonjeon on the anniversary of his or
her physical passing and, at times, on their birthday.
The immediate family (and friends if they wish to do so) may return to the
Wonjeon on those days to offer prayer, song, food, and share testimonies.
If circumstances prevent visitations to the Wonjeon site, then perform similar ceremonies at a home altar.
Disposition of the donations received at the ceremonies.
All donated funds should be turned over to the family for use at their discretion.
If desired, these funds may be used by the family toward expenses incurred from
the various ceremonies. (Please refer to the Costs section beginning on page 36.)
An offering in reimbursement to the church or center for any public
expenses incurred in connection with the Seonghwa is also appropriate,
if applicable.
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OVERVIEW WONJEON CEREMONY TEAM ROSTER
Officiator(s):
Name:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phonet:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Phone:

email:

Report to Heaven:
Name:
Wonjeon Address:
Name:
Benediction:
Name:
Three Cheers of Eog-mansei:
Name:
Song Leader/music:
Name:
Ushers:

Sound/AV:
Name:
Photographer:
Name:
Treasurer:
Name:
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T

4. A Reception for family and friends

he Seonghwa ceremonies having been completed, it is both encouraged
and recommended that a post-ceremony gathering or meal be held to
further celebrate the ascended loved one’s life and offer added comfort
to family and friends who are sharing this time of transition.
Please be mindful, however, that, as was mentioned previously, a gathering
after the ceremonies can be of any size or scope the family wishes. There is no
requirement for a large public reception, nor should the family be made to
feel in any way that such an event is required or expected.
It bears mentioning that the ascended person’s family should not inadvertantly be burdened with carrying out their own reception.
Volunteers to help with this aspect of the day’s events are advised to
proactively connect with the person coordinating the ceremonies on the
family’s behalf. Please be aware of the family’s wishes. The plans for a reception should conform to those desires, if they are known, or be reported to
the family’s appointed coordinator for feedback and approval. It’s best to ask.
Needless to say, the reception is not the occasion for surprises.
Families or a support group of persons not otherwise engaged in Seonghwa
activities are better suited to take responsibility for this particular task, which
requires a fair amount of volunteer effort to accomplish.
The logistics of an sizable reception can be fairly involved: securing a venue or home
site for the event, estimating attendance and preparing refreshments or a meal (catered
or pot luck, for example) for the participants and guests, confirming an “officiator” for
any planned program, setting up a tv, monitor or projection screen for a slide show,
securing music, confirming a staff of volunteers to serve food or deal with guests’ coats
or effects, even tasking someone to help with parking as well as clean up, if need be. It’s
preferred that those responsible be able to give the project their full attention, whether
it be large or intimate gathering.
It is usually the case that many persons in the community or congregation
have had experience in setting up calm, comfortable family gatherings and can
combine their efforts to prepare a warm and gentle, supportive conclusion to
the many landmark events that have marked the community’s day.
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OVERVIEW RECEPTION TEAM ROSTER
Reception Coordinator(s):
Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Name:

Phone:

email:

Date/Time:

Location:

Directions:

Additional comments:
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4. An overview of Seonghwa costs and expenses

T

he essential costs incurred with the care and interment of an ascended loved one’s
physical body are substantial. It is an unavoidable reality that should be budgeted
for as one would a life insurance policy or retirement fund. Prices will continue
to increase, so the best practice for cost savings is pre-planning.
Planning and budgeting for these in advance of need is both a necessary preparation and a responsible act of consideration for one’s family.
Funeral (or Burial) Insurance plans: There are a variety of plans for paying
down major expenses in advance of need. Purchase of such a plan is a highly
recommended option. Reservation and pre-purchase of a burial plot is also
advisable. Information on Fort Lincoln’s Funeral products and services in this
area is included in this guide.(Please refer to Appendix H, p74)
What follows is a list of expenses for various elements of the Seonghwa,
some specific, if still subject to change, and some generic, offered in order to
encourage you to begin your pre-need budgeting for this eventuality.
A listing of pertinent contact information for up-to-date terms, costs and details
of services rendered is also included. Personal contact and face-to-face time with
funeral agents for these various services is best. Specific questions can be answered
most clearly in such personal engagements.
Comparison shopping for affordable products is also advised. Becoming familiar
with these arrangements and costs takes the shock out and brings both new options
and an emotional dominion in to the subject of one’s physically passing on.
The prices that follow reflect those of products and services offered in the
Washington DC metro area and include those offered by Fort Lincoln Cemetery
and Funeral Home, where the National Wonjeon Shrine is located.
Although donations may be used after the fact to defray costs, the size of such donations is unknowable ahead of time and should not be included in any pre-need planning.
A reminder: All donated funds should be turned over to the family for use at
their discretion. If desired, these funds may be used by the family for defraying
expenses incurred from the various ceremonies and interment.
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An offering by the family reimbursing the church or center for any public expenses incurred in connection with the Seonghwa is appropriate, if applicable.
Important 1. A time frame needs to be clearly established with the funeral
home at the outset in order to plan the Seonghwa. Typically the Seonghwa is
held three, five or seven days from the time of a person’s physical passing.
If other circumstances involving the manner of death, custody or availability of the loved one’s remains, availability or accessibility of the burial site
or other atypical circumstances require a longer period to elapse, the timing and
duration of the various aspects of the Seonghwa (Ipjeon Ceremony, Prayer vigil,
Ghihwan Ceremony, Seonghwa Ceremony, Wonjeon Ceremony, actual interment)
will need to be be extended.
IMPORTANT 2. It is important that a detailed, itemized estimate of ALL costs and
services be produced by the funeral home or mortuary and provided to the family
or responsible person prior to contracting the services being rendered.
The costs involved with Seonghwa services are divided into three major
categories:
A. Funeral Home or Mortuary costs
B. Cemetery costs
C. Venue and Reception costs (particularly if the Seonghwa is held in a location
other than a church, church center or Funeral Home)
In the case of Fort Lincoln Funeral Home and Fort Lincoln Cemetery, the location
of the National Wonjeon Shrine, products and services are arranged through two
separate offices at: (1) The Funeral Home and (2) The Cemetery Office (in the building located nearest the cemetery entrance)
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A. Funeral Home Services overview: $6500 for basic full service at the
funeral home, including visitation (on the day of the Seonghwa service or on
a day prior), arranged through the Funeral Home office.
The funeral home will pick up the deceased at the hospital, hospice, or home.
Prepare the body (bathe, dress) for viewing.
This package of services also includes a basic steel coffin, flowers, and miscellaneous expenses. Consultation with the prospective funeral home for details
of these services is advised.
B. Cemetery Services overview: Arranged through the Cemetery Office
(With the exception of the burial plot) There are three major expenses:
1.The price of the burial plot and below-ground crypt is $2500 for a twoperson crypt or $2000 for a single person crypt. The grave site is a concrete
vault (into which the casket is placed) set in the burial plot underground. These
are purchased as a unit from HSA-UWC. These burial plots are located in the
National Wonjeon Shrine Unification garden at Fort Lincoln Cemetery.
Purchase of a burial plot at another cemetery would of course be handled
by that cemetery’s office, and reflect that cemetery’s costs and regulations.
2. A charge of $1700 for the opening and closing of the crypt. This includes
a canopy and chairs, set up at graveside for the interment ceremony and
lowering of the casket after the service.
3. $2300 for the bronze marker (16x24 inches on a granite base). This is the
standard marker type for the National Wonjeon Shrine.
Various personalizing options such as photo insets and calligraphy can also
be included depending on the family’s wishes. The cost for these details varies
and may be worked out with a Fort Lincoln Cemetery service advisor at the
time of contracting for cemetery services. Amarker can be purchased at this
time (preferable) or at a later time.
C. General Cost summary: For a traditional burial using Fort Lincoln Funeral
Home and Cemetery:
$2500 for a two person plot (or $2000 for a single). Contracted through the
National Wonjeon Shrine committee, payable to HSA-UWC in New York.
$6500 to Fort Lincoln Funeral Home for funeral services and products,
including the casket
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$4000 to Fort Lincoln Cemetery for interment services, and Wonjeon marker
$13,000 total Funeral Home and Cemetery costs for a traditional burial
Note: Since the two-person plot is already purchased, the service for the surviving spouse would cost $2500 less, the burial plot having already been purchased.
Since the marker would also be already purchased, only the costs involved
with adding an additional inscription would be incurred.
If cremation is chosen: The timing and order of contracted funeral home
services and Seonghwa Ceremonies needs to be clarified at the outset of the
planning stage.
In some cases, it may be necessary to carry out cremation prior to the Seonghwa service or in the interim, prior to the Wonjeon ceremony. In some situations, the actual interment of the loved one’s remains may not occur on the
same day as the Seonghwa ceremony, but at a later date, with the Wonjeon
held at that time.
If such circumstances arise, a comprehensive time frame for the completion
of all three ceremonies should be clearly in the minds of the family, the family’s
designated coordinator and the pastoral support staff.
(Please refer to Appendix G, p73, found at the back of this guide concerning atypical situations that may arise.)
Costs connected with cremation:
The following figures were provided by Jim & Joanne Parrish using Chambers
Funeral Home for the cremation, with burial of the ashes at Fort Lincoln Cemetery.
A. Chambers Funeral Home costs:
$445 to transfer of the loved one’s remains (from Baltimore)
$200 for use of an area for a committal service (A prayer held before cremation)
$1000 for cremation of the body
$275 for a Burial Urn
$58 for a Death Certificate
TOTAL: $1978 total Funeral Home costs for cremation
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B. Fort Lincoln Cemetery costs:
$2500 for burial plot/below ground crypt.* (Purchased from HSA-UWC)
$875 for a Cemetery burial (opening/closing grave site for interment)
$110 for Administrative fees
$60 for Burial Container Installation: Includes canopy, chairs at graveside, etc.
$1579 for a Wonjeon marker.**
TOTAL: $5124
C. Venue and Reception costs:
$600 the normal fee for holding a service and/or reception at New Hope Academy***
$500 for Catering for the reception

*The Parrish family purchased a plot with a capacity for four cremations.
**This marker is made of stone only and does not include a brass plate like other markers in
the garden. This marker option is also within the standards of the national Wonjeon Shrine.
It was purchased from Fram Monument Inc.
***There was no charge in this case by New Hope Academy for use of the room for Ryan
Parrish’s Seonghwa service, since Ryan was a former student.
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Products in greater detail:
Casket: The price of caskets can range anywhere from $500 to $10,000 or
more depending on type. Most caskets sold today are steel, hardwood, fiberglass
or particleboard with a cloth covering. It is also possible to purchase an inexpensive casket on the Internet. There are a wide variety of choices and prices.
You are not required to buy a casket from the funeral home. In all events, it
is advisable to research and confirm any legal restrictions or requirements for
the container used for burial. Advisories in this regard may appear in connection
with an advertised product online or can be confirmed with the funeral home.
The style and expense of a casket is the choice of the family. However, in
the case of a pre-selected Funeral arrangement, the style and color is very
often selected by the ascended person in advance of their need, before their
passing.
Please note: Remember that our physical bodies are meant to return to the
earth by Divine design. No casket, no matter what its cost or materials, can
forever stop our human remains from inevitable decomposition.
Representations or claims extolling the protective or preservative qualities of
this or that more expensive casket may be offered by a mortician or vendor, but
it is important to realize that no matter how much money may be spent, the
physical changes to our loved one’s bodies can only be delayed, not prevented.
An urn or other container to hold cremated remains is available from the funeral home performing the services and it advisable that processing and containing the ashes be done using the products they offer. Prices begin at $150.
Some families also choose to keep the urn and remains at home, although
this is not a traditional option.
A Wonjeon marker: The ascended person’s family is in the position to select
the type of marker. Note: The National Wonjeon Shrine has some established
standards for the markers in the shrine garden site and consultation with a
member of the National Wonjeon Site Committee for any marker specifications is recommended prior to making any final marker selections.
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Traditionally, the information to be inscribed on a marker or monument is
as follows:
Name of individual, dates of birth and ascension, Blessing group (if applicable),
Unification Church or Family Federation symbol (if Unificationist)
Note: If our True Father bestowed a particular title such as “Reverend” or
“Martyr,” that term should be included in the inscription.
In the past, Families have also requested a special message from an elder
Blessed couple or person of consequence to the ascended. Such a message (or
an epitaph chosen by the family or requested by the loved one prior to his or
her physical passing) can be inscribed on the marker.
A sample inscription for a Wonjeon marker:

John Wilson Newman
2075 Couples Blessing
Birthdate – Ascension date
(words of endearment)

Wonjeon markers may be purchased through Fort Lincoln cemetery or
directly from the manufacturer, Fram Monument, Inc.
Fram Monument, Inc. Contact: Niv Fishbein @ niv@frammonument.com,
(301) 605-8081 in Rockville, MD, Www.FramMonument.Com.
Price includes installation, cemetery fee, unlimited text & emblems
$2395 Option A: 24x14 inches for a bronze on granite marker. Price includes
installation, cemetery fee, unlimited text & emblems
$1495 Option B: 28x18 inches for a granite marker, Colors: grey, black, red,
mahogany, pink. Price includes installation, cemetery fee, unlimited text &
emblems.
$795 Option C: 24x12 inches grey granite
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Purchasing a Pre-Need Funeral Services plan
Purchasing a “funeral insurance” plan, covering funeral costs by paying them
in installments ahead of time of need is a highly recommended course of action.
Planning now is a sure method for decreasing stresses and financial shocks.
Fort Lincoln and other cemeteries around the country offer pre-need plans
for comprehensive funeral services that can be paid fully in advance or over
time. Some plans can establish affordable payments over periods as long as
ten years. Plan costs reflect the prices previously shown in this guide and may
also include financing charges or other fees.
Details concerning services and plan options can be found online at Fort
Lincoln’s website:
http://www.dignitymemorial.com/fort-lincoln-funeral-home/en-us/index.page
Or contact them by phone to set up an appointment:
Fort Lincoln Cemetery, 3401 Bladensburg Road, Brentwood, MD 20722
Phone 301-887-4930 Fax 866-651-6244
The office assigned to Unification Church burials is operated by
Jeanette Thomas. Phone 301 887-4939.
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OVERVIEW seonghwa budget WORKSHEET
We recommend a visit to the Fort Lincoln website or a personal visit by appointment as the best way of assessing the financial preparations you will need to make before the need arises or if a passing arrives unexpectedly. The most comprehensive
and up-to-date listing of prices and service options is available on line.
Begin your budgeting process with a more itemized list showing real costs for products and services. Prices for cemetery and funeral services in this guide are primarily based on those offered by Fort Lincoln Cemetery.
These prices are subject to change. For instance there may be an increase of as much as 10% on some of the offered elements of service by the latter part of 2016. Estimates given at time of need will of course be the most reliable. Information on pre-need Funeral Plans for these services are also included on the website.

http://www.dignitymemorial.com/fort-lincoln-funeral-home/en-us/index.page
A. 1. Funeral Home Services: $6500 (for basic full service at the funeral home. See p. 36)
CR1. Cremation Funeral Home costs:

CR4. Burial urn $

CR2. Committal area $

Style:

CR3. Cremation $

Comments:

Options:

*Transportation Charges (coverage plan) $450 for transfer of the loved one’s remains from out of town, state
or country. Note: Plans to cover these charges, (which can grow to a considerable sum even in “normal” circumstances due to charges from the chain of custody) are available through Fort Lincoln and a brochure is included
in the appendix section.

2. Death certificate $

Contact:

**Casket: (If other than the standard one provided in a funeral services package)
Style:

Color:

Cost: $

Section A. Totals:

Total Cemetery costs:

1.$

4.$

2.$

Comments:

3.$
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B. Cemetery Services:

2. Interment Opening and closing $1700 (total fee)

1.$2500 Burial plot and below-ground crypt
for two-persons or $2000 for a single person.

3. Wonjeon marker: $

Purchase contracted through the District One Seonghwa
representatives: Rev. Randall Francis, Rev. Greg Carter.
Payable to HSA-UWC in New York

Vendor:

Contact:

Style:

Contact:
Options:

Purchased:
CR5. Cremation: Interment Opening and closing: $875 (total fee)
Section B. Totals:

Total Cemetery costs:

1.$

4.$

2.$

Comments:

3.$
Section CR. Totals:

CR4.$

CR1.$

CR5.$

CR2.$

Comments:

CR3.$
C. Venue/Service/Reception costs:

Banner: $

Venue rental: $

Portrait framing: $

Contact:

Flowers: $

Reception /catering: $

Misc. $

Contact:
Programs: $

Section C. Total:
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OVERVIEW seonghwa review checklists
Below is a review checklist of items and activities needed for the Seonghwa ceremonies,
summarizing items and personnel already referred to in the preceding guide:
Seonghwa Coordinator
One or more community members
who are friends of the family should be
a central point between the Seonghwa
Committee and the family. This helps
ease the burden of many practical decisions. This person represents the wishes
and interests of the family, and coordinates the Seonghwa ceremonies.
Additionally persons
should volunteer to:
1. Help the family make arrangements
for funeral home, casket, burial site,
death certificate, etc.
2. Coordinate prayer vigil and announcements to the community,
3. Help provide meals, transportation,
etc. for family as needed during the
period.
Help the family with these tasks:
4. Write the program /biography
5. Gather photos for announcements
and manage production of a slideshow
6. Prepare slideshow with favorite music
7. Prepare a youcaring.com site for donations and Facebook page if wanted.
8. Design and print banner at www.
staples.com 2.5 x 4 ft for Seonghwa
room.
9. Prepare information for program and
design and print it.
10. Choose who will serve as officiator
for Seonghwa
11. Choose who will serve as officiator
for Wonjeon (may be same person)
12. Choose who will: A. give
testimonies at the Seonghwa
B. offer invocation at Seonghwa
C. offer songs, music
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D. give Seonghwa address
E. offer representative prayer at Wonjeon
F. give message or read Hoondokhae at
Wonjeon
The Seonghwa Coordinator
needs to determine:
G. Who will bring the Seonghwa kit?
H. Who will setup the altar?
I. Who will serve as greeters and ushers
J. Who will take care of the guest book
and donation box (purchase or make?)
K. Who will be pallbearers? Following the familiy’s choices, contact and
commit the 6 people who will serve as
pallbearers
L. One close family member may serve
as portrait carrier, after service in procession to the Wonjeon.
M. Who will serve to bless the path with
Holy Salt (Traditionally District or other
Pastor) after service in procession to the
Wonjeon?
N. Who will coordinate a meal or reception after the Wonjeon ceremony?
O. Who will videotape and/or take
pictures of ceremonies
P. Who is in charge of the sound and
computer systems for the ceremonies?
Delegate the purchase and gathering
of needed materials for the family
and others to help prepare:
The ascended individual’s Holy
Robe, white gloves, white socks, white
undergarments, (Holy Salt all new
items) Holy Handkerchief, (place
in casket at prayer time) individual’s
Blessing ring (optional) Divine Principle book or Father’s words, (place in
casket) special items that the person

liked, (place in casket, optional)
Framed picture of individual for
service (14 x 17” with white ribbon on
frame ( refer to Appendix C, p71)
Photo in matted frame for keepsake.
The Seonghwa Committee
ceremony kit should contain:
Two white oblong table cloths
for the altar Tripod or stand to hold
framed picture Pink or white ribbon
for picture One or two Cheon Il
Guk candles, newly multiplied (with
candle stands) Family Federation
flag (placed on top of the casket during
ceremonies) Holy Salt in decorative
dish or bowl
9 pairs of white gloves
(for pallbearers, officiator, Holy salt and
portrait carrier) Incense and bowl
with sand Matches or lighter
Tape to secure the flag
Holy Song CD
Flowers and other items to prepare:
Boutonnieres - Red or pink for
women. White for men. (for family and
those on the program)
Single assorted flowers for flower
offering (carnations recommended)
Flower arrangements (ordered by
friends and family)
Tape or pins to hang banner
or sign
Masking or Scotch tape to secure
flag on coffin during ceremonies
Donation box
A new Guest book
Video camera and camera
Portable Sound System (if needed)
Pail/bucket of soil and small shovel
should be available for soil offering

5.The National Wonjeon Shrine Honors Ascended Brothers and Sisters
Listing as of March 1, 2016. The date of each person’s Seonghwa Ceremony is included, unless unknown

Unification Gardens in Fort Lincoln
Linda Perry - February 22, 2016
Debbie Haratian - April 11, 2015
Ryan Parrish - April 26, 2014
Masao Ono - March 18, 2014
Dale Smith - February 9, 2014
Ken Weber - January 30, 2014
Yasuko Greene - August 31, 2013
Walter Haynes - August 28, 2013
Rachel Carter - May 31, 2013
Michael Moffatt - December 3, 2011
Hattie Haworth - November 1, 2011
Catherine Hensler - June 11, 2011
Reggie Rush - May 12, 2011
Stella Oliver - October 9, 2011
Bruce Williams - November 13, 2010
Tricia Wentworth - May 15, 2010
Paul Werner - July 10, 2008
Eugene Kenedy - May 5, 2008
Sadako Manako - January 22, 2008
Hyeshik Schanker - October 11, 2007
Derek Gertz - August 1, 2007
Laura Lykes - May 3, 2006
Zach Piorkowski - January 31, 2006
George Detlefsen - November 27, 2005
Yoko Takahashi - July 9, 2005
Ludelia Crawford - January 13, 2005
Oleksiy Veligurov - October 5, 2003
Donald Marshall - March 14, 2003
Soon Ja McDevitt - December 31, 2002
Mary Symonds - November 8, 2002
Jin Joo Byrne - September 4, 2002
Purnell Spicer - July 29, 2002
Mikie Doucette - April 2, 2002
Thomas Wojcik - October 2, 2001
Buried in another area of Fort Lincoln
Kengo Egoshi - November 26, 1997
Koryo Fujioka - May 9, 1997

William Ruiz - March 27, 1996
Noriko Ramirez - December 7, 1993
Darrell Knott - October 22, 1992
Henry Lemmers - May 13, 1992
Carlin Quinn - February 2, 1990
Petria Pichler - May 30, 1985
Gate of Heaven Cemetery
13801 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring, MD
Russ Walters - December 18, 2013
Muriel Johnson Hausner - Nov. 10, 1999
Bonnie Jo Rolland - May 13, 1998
Linna Rapkins - (1938-93)
George Vieira - (1946-89)
Parklawn Memorial Park and
Menorah Gardens
12800 Veirs Mill Rd, Rockville, MD
Lewis Hess - October 11, 1996
Seonghwa Memorial services
held in the Washington, DC area
Nevin Colglazia - July 18, 2014
Pam Gaarder - May 24, 2014
Michael Bradley - April 26, 2014
Grace Adams - February 1, 2014
Shirley Bowers Vlasic - Feb. 26, 2011
Kwangjung Lee - September 27, 2003
Baltimore National Cemetery
Heungmoon (Calvin) Yang September 17, 2013
Hollomon-Brown Funeral Home
Virginia Beach, VA
Gerhardt Peemoeller - April 24, 2015
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